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1. THE RESULTS 
Throughout this paper p is a prime, G a finite group, and IF, the field 
with p elements. 5,G is the group ring. All modules are right modules. 
J := .I( G) is the radical of [F,G; 
I := 1 o is, up to isomorphisms, the trivial [F,G module. 
For each irreducible lF,G module V, 
Pv= P,(G) is, up to isomorphisms, the projective [F,G module, with 
P,/(P,J) z I’. 
For NS G, we define an IF, submodule of IF,G by: 
I(N):=(n-1 MEN& 
Recall, that I(G) is the augmentation ideal and P, Z(G) = P, J. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose A/B is a p-chief factor of G (i.e., AJB is a mini- 
mal normal p-subgroup of G/B). 
G acts by conjugation on A/B, so A/B is a G module. 
Then : 
Remark. As A is normal, Z(A) F,G = IF,GZ(A), so P,(Z(G) Z(A) + Z(B)) 
is indeed an [F,G module. 
We define the level I of A/B by: 
/(A/B) := min{n - 1 : P,(Z(A) + J”)/P,(Z(G) Z(A) + J” + Z(B)) z A/B}. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. For IF,G modules V and i E N, define [F, submodules, 
of the i fold tensor product of V, by: 
As usual, Zi is the symmetric group on i elements. 
Define: E(V,O):=Q. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Mod([F,G) denotes the set of all isomorphism types of 
finitely generated [F,G modules. 
Remember, that Mod(lF,G) is closed under addition (: = direct sum) and 
multiplication (: = tensor product). 
Suppose VE Mod( [F,G) and dim V= d. Assume I is an indeterminate 
over Mod([F,G). We define a polynom: 
(P- l)d 
99( v, t) := c q v, i) t’. 
i:=O 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose G is a p-solvable group, and %? is the set of 
p-chief factors, of a chief series. 
Define modules V by: 
n 99(A, t’tA))= 1 IQ’. 
AEYY i:=O 
With this notation: 
1. If the p-length of G is 1 then P, Ji/Ji+’ z V.. 
2. lf the p-length of G is 2 then 
P, J2/J3 z V,/( V, J). 
3. P,/P,JzI z V,, and P,J/J”r @ttAijCl Ai&’ VI. 
4. Zf the composition length of P, J/J* is n, then the composition length 
of P, J2fJ3 is greater or equal n(n - 1)/2. 
5. Zf l(A) = 1 for all A E d, then there are modules Ji, such that: 
(a) Jo= P, and J1 = P,J. 
(b) PIJiaJi. 
(C) Ji/Ji+ 12 V. 
We remark, that part 1 under the additional assumption that G is a 
p-group, is due to Jennings [S] (see Lemma 5.2). We will see that 3 is a 
theorem of Gaschiitz (see 4.7). 
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Abbreviation. Suppose V is an F,G module and X, Y< [F,G. If 
VX< VY we define: 
VY/X := VYmx 
We use the notation of [S]. 
2. FRELIMINARIE~ 
LEMMA 2.1 (Nakayama). Suppose V is an F,G module, and W < V. 
Then W+ VJ(G) < V. 
Proof See [4, Lemma 10.4, p. 1521. m 
DEFINITION 2.2. 1. Suppose U and K are subgroups of G. K is a 
complement of U if: 
UnK=E and UK=G. 
A subgroup W of G is complemented, if a complement of W exists. 
2. A p-complement is a complement of a p-Sylow subgroup. 
3. Suppose V is an lF,G module. Assume A and B are submodules of 
V. Then B is a complement of A if: 
AnB=(O} and A+B= V. 
A submodule W of V is complemented, if a complement of W exists. 
4. A chief factor A/B is complemented, if A/B is complemented in 
G/B. Analog for composition factors. 
5. Define: head of V := Vl VJ. 
6. The ith Loewy layer of V is VJt-l/J’. 
The next lemma is elementary and useful: 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose C < B < A and V are lF,G modules. Assume 
B/C z V is irreducible and C < AJ. 
The following assertions are equivalent: 
1. B+ AJ/AJr V. 
2. B-k AJfAJ $ 0. 
3. B g AJ. 
4. BnAJ=C. 
5. B/C is complemented in A. 
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Furthermore: 
head of A z (B + AJ)/AJ@ head of A/B. 
Proof: Let us prove the equivalences: 
As (B + AJ)/AJ is an epimorphic image of B/C, and as I/ is irreducible, 
the first four assertions are equivalent. Lemma 2.1 implies: 
B/C is complemented in A, if and only if, B 6 AJ. So the equivalences 
are established. 
If B + AJ/AJ is complemented choose a complement X. If B + AJ/AJ is 
not complemented efine X := A. 
By Jordan-Holder (keeping in mind that A/AJ is semisimple) we get: 
A/AJz A/X@ X/AJ. 
But A/X=B+AJ+X/XsB+AJ/Xn(B+AJ)=B+AJ/AJ, and X/AJr 
X/X n (B + AJ) z A/B + AJ= head of A/B. 1 
DEFINITION 2.4. Assume V is an FPG module, and A/B a composition 
factor of V. 
Define: l(A/B, I’) :=min(nE N : A/Bz (A+ VJ”)/(B+ VJ”)}. 
Remark. Thus, if A/B is p-chief factor of G: 
WB) = U’, Z(A )/U(G) Z(A I+ Z(B)), P, Z(G)). 
Before we think about I defined on p-chief factors, we shall inspect I, 
defined on modules. 
The next theorem shows that I is a good tool to describe Loewy layers. 
However, as we do not use this theorem we omit the proof. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose V is an IF,G module, and 
v=: VI> v*> ... > Vl> v,,, :=o 
is a composition series of V. 
Then, for all ie N : 
VJ’-‘/Jig @ q/y+,. 
/(V,/V,+l, V)=i 
Remark. Especially @ /(q/Q+,, V)=i ?/?+I, is, up to isomorphisms, 
independent of the composition series. If we could, we would prove an 
analog result (i.e., with chief series instead of composition series, and 
p-chief factors instead of composition factors) for p-solvable groups. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Suppose A/B is a composition factor oj’ V. 
1. Zf N d B then f(A/B, V) = I( (A/N)/( B/N), V/N). 
2. rf n E N and A < VJ” then I( A/B, V) = /(A/B, VJ”) + n. 
3. A/B is complemented, if and only if, I( A/B, V) = 1. 
4. Suppose 1 is an epimorphism from V onto A4 and I1(A)/L(B) 2 A/B. 
Then Z(A/B, V) < l(L( A)/1( B), M). 
Proof. 1. B+N=B<A and so, for nEN: 
(A + VJ”)/( B + VJ”) z (A/N + V/NJ”)/( B/N + ( V/N) J”). 
2. This is an application of Lemma 2.3 to V/B, A/B, and B/B. 
3. For i, j~fY(, (VJ’)Ji=VJi+iso, for n, rnEN: 
(A+(VJ”)J”)/(B+(VJ”)J”)=(A+ VJm+‘)/(B+ VJm+n). 
4. It is well known that ,I( VJn) = WJ”. So A(A) + WJ”/I(B) + WJ” is 
an epimorphic image of A + VJ”/B + VJ”. 1 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose 
v:= vo> VI2 ... 2 v,:=o 
and 
w:= w,> w,> ... > w,:=o 
are series of G modules. 
Define 5,G submodules of VQ W by: A,, :=Ci+j=n Vi@ Wj, 
Then An/A,+, z Oi+j=n vi/K+,0 ~I~+,’ 
In the language of Definition 1.3, if 
Pal.(t) := c (Vi- ,/Vi) t’, Pal,(t) := c ( wi-//ii) t’, 
idk ic/ 
then Pol v(t) Pol & t) = Zj( Ai- ,/Aj) tj. 
Proof: We choose a basis 99r of V, that contains a basis of 6, for each 
i < k; and a basis 9?2 of W, that contains a basis of Wj, for each j< 1, 
Now W := (x8 y : XE SY,, y E gz} is a basis of V@ W, that contains a 
basis of Ai-,, for all iEN. 
By induction we get 
CP @ on+ Vi+mQ~~nz+ Wm , :=zn+m=i(unQWn)+Ai+I 
n+m=i > 
is an iFp module isomorphism. 
Obviously cp is an !F,G homomorphism. 1 
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DEFINITION 2.8. Suppose U < G. 
If V is an 5, U module, the induced module VG is V@ FP,r/ lF,G. 
If W is an F,G module, the restriction of W to 5, U is W,. 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose U < G and V is an F,G module. 
1. If Vf VJ( U) is an irreducible F, U module, then V/VJ( G) is an 
irreducible F, G module. 
2. (Q u)G s F,G/(Z(U) IF,G). 
3. Zf [G : U] is a power of p, then (I “)’ is a factor module of Pa( G). 
4. Suppose [G : U] is p. Then, for i E IV,,: 
(lU)’ Ji/J i + ’ is irreducible (or 0). 
Proof: 1. Using Lemma 2.1 gives: 
Every proper lF,G submodule W of V is contained in VJ( U) and so in 
VJ( G). 
2. Obviously 
1: (II u)G + IF,G/(I( U) F,G) 
4Q u@ g) := gU(W ~,WW) F,G) 
is the desired isomorphism. 
3. Suppose the index of U in G is a power of p. 
By [4, Lemma 10.5, p. 1531 it is enough to prove: 
(*) head Of (~U)Gs!G~ 
It is well know that F,G/Z(G) z 11 G. So 1, is a composition factor of head 
of (II u)G. 
Thus it suffices to prove that the head of (P C/)G is irreducible. 
(a) Suppose S is a p-Sylow subgroup of G, such that S n U is a 
p-Sylow subgroup of U. 
(b) Since US=G: 
((1 cAG)S 2 (1 ChJ. 
(c) But F,S = P,(S) and (as just proved): 
(1 SnL,)Sz P,(S)/Z(Un S) F,S. 
So ((II U)G)S is an epimorphic image of P,(S). Especially, there is just one 
maximal lF,S submodule of (Q U)G, namely, (1 Li)G J(S) (see Lemma 5.2). 
(d) As proved in the first part of the lemma, this implies: 
head of (II u)G is irreducible. 
4. Suppose [G : U] = p and S as above. 
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It is well known (see Lemma 5.2) that I(S/( U n S))i for id p, are all IF,S 
submodules of F,S/( U n S). So for every j there is an i such that: 
(II (;)” J(G)‘= (Q c)G Z(S)‘. 
But ((21 L,)G I(S)‘/(I “)’ I(S)“‘), is irreducible. So we conclude, as before, 
that our lemma is true. 1 
A well-known (see [4, Theorem 10.12, p. 158 and Theorem 7.21, p. 931) 
and useful reduction gives: 
LEMMA 2.10. 1. For alf in fW :
P,(G) J(G)‘= P,(G) J(O”‘(G))i. 
(For O@(G) see [4, p. XII].) 
2. Assume N is a normal p’-subgroup of G. Then P,(G) z P, (G/N), 
Especially, for all i E N, 
P,(G) J(G)‘2 Pa(G/O,,) J(O@(G/O,,))‘, 
as IF,G modules. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Suppose G is group with p-complement I-Z. Define: 
eH:=h c h. 
heH 
LEMMA 2.12. If G is p-solvable, then the set of all p-complements is one, 
nonempty, conjugation class of subgroups. 
Moreover, if H is a p-complement then: 
eHeH = eH 
Proof Well known. 1 
and e,F,Gz P,(G). 
3. THE AUGMENTATION 
Suppose N is a normal, elementary abelian p subgroup of G. Choose an 
idempotent e, E FpG such that: e, lF,G z P,(G). 
We show, that 
rp: N+e,F,GZ(N)/e,Z(G)Z(N) 
q(n) := e,(n - 1) + Z(G) Z(N) 
is an isomorphism. 
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Thus 
1 + N+ P,(G)/Z(G) Z(N) + P,(G)/P,(G) Z(N) +O 
is an exact sequence of lF,G modules. 
As P, (G)/P, (G) Z(N) r P, (G/N) and Z( G)/Z( G) Z(N) is a G/N module, we 
get an exact sequence of F,GJN modules: 
1 *N+ P,(G) Z(G)/Z(G) Z(N) + P,(G/N) + F, -, Il. 
Lemma 4.6 states: 
N is complemented in G, if and only if P, Z(N)/Z(G) Z(N) is comple- 
mented in P, (G) Z( G)/Z( G) Z(N). 
All this sounds cohomological. Thus, we have to recall some results 
about group extensions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Assume G is a group, and V an additive lF,G module. 
A crossed homomorphism, from G to V, is a map cp, from G to V, 
satisfying the equation 
for all g, g E G. 
The kernel of a crossed homomorphism is the preimage of the zero 
element of V under cp. 
The next two theorems are well known. 
THEOREM 3.2. Define: 
I: G+Z(G) 
z(g) := g - 1. 
Then I is a crossed homomorphism, and the image of {g E G : g # e ), under 
1, is a basis of Z(G). 
Assume V is an F,G module, and cp is a crossed homomorphism from G 
to V. Define an F, homomorphism: 
@:Z(G)+ V 
a- 1) :=dg). 
Then q3 is an F,G homomorphism, and @(I(g)) = cp( g). 
Moreover, the kernel of q is a subgroup of G. 
Suppose V is an F,G module. The map 
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is a bijection, between crossed homomorphisms from G to V, and F,G 
homomorphisms from Z(G) to V. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose N is a normal, elementary abelian p-subgroup 
of G. 
Then U < G is a complement of N, tf and only if, there is a crossed 
homomorphism cp from G to N such that q(N) = N and kernel(q). 
4. THE THEOREMS OF GREEN AND HILL AND GASCHCJTZ 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose N is an elementary abelian, normal p-subgroup 
of G. 
Then 
cp: N+ F,G Z(N)/Z(G) Z(N) 
p(n) := (n - 1) + Z(G) Z(N) 
is an F,G module isomorphism. 
Proof As F,N modules, 
I G/A’1 times 
and 
Z(G) z F,N0 ... @F,N0Z(N). 
IG/NI - I times 
As Z(N) = J(N) this yields (see (5.2): 
N r IF, G Z( N)/Z( G) Z(N) as lF,N modules. 
It remains to show that cp is an F,G homomorphism. So we compute, for 
ggG and nEN: 
cp(ng)=(ng-l)+Z(G)Z(N)=(g-‘(n-l)g)+Z(G)Z(N) 
=(g-‘(n-l)g)-((g-l-l)(n-l)g)fZ(G)Z(N) 
= ((n - 1) + Z(G) Z(N)) g = v(n) g- 
Evidently cp is a crossed homomorphism (from N to Z(N) F,G/Z( G) Z(N)), 
and N centralizes N. 
So, for gEG and n, Finn: 
d(nfi)g) = (v(n)” + dfd) 8 = v(n) g + cp(fi) g. 
However, this is the definition of lF,G homomorphisms. 1 
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The next result implies Theorem 1.1: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume N/M is a p-chief factor of G. 
Then P,(G) Z(N)/(Z(G) Z(N) + Z(M)) 2 N. 
Proof. Since P,(G/M) z P,(G)/Z(M) F,G, we may assume M = E. It is 
well known that there are e, , e, E ff,G such that: 
1. elez=eze,=O. 
2. ef=eifor iE{1,2}. 
3. e,F,Gz P,. 
4. e2Z(G)=e21F,G. 
So, by the last lemma: 
Nr (e, +e2) F,G Z(N)/Z(G) Z(N) 
gel E,G WVI(Z(G) Z(N)) + (e2F,G W)Ie2Z(G) Z(N)) 
z P, Z( N)/Z( G) Z(N). I 
As a corollary we get a theorem of Green and Hill: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose G possesses a p-complement H. 
Then every p-chief factor is a composition factor of (I NcCH,)G. 
Proof It is well known that (1 H)G z P,(G). So, by the last theorem, 
every p-chief factor is a composition factor of P,(G). 
Suppose V is an irreducible [F,G module. 
As No(H)/H is a p group, all composition factors of II F(“) are trivial 
IF, NG( H) modules. So I’ is a composition factor of P,(G) = ((II H)NG(“))G, if 
and only if, V is a composition factor of ll EcCHJ. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose A/B is a p/-chief factor of G. Then 
PaZ(A)=P,(Z(G)Z(A)+Z(B)). 
We define I( A/B) := 0. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume N is a minimal, normal subgroup of G. 
Zf I(N) = 1 then 
P,(G) J/J2z P,(G/N) J/J’@N; 
if l(N) # 1 then 
P,(G) J/J2 z Pa(G/N) J/J2. 
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Proof: 
Case 1. Z(N) = 0. Then P,(G) 2 Pn(G/N). This proves this case. 
Case 2. Z(N) # 0. Thus N is a p-group. As n - 1 E J(G), we see that 
P,(G) Z(G) Z(N) d P,(G) J*. 
By Theorem 4.2 P,(G) Z( N)/Z( G) Z(N) 2 N. So the assumptions of 
Lemma 2.3 are satisfied for: 
A := P,(G)J, B := P,(G) Z(N), C := P,(G) Z(G) Z(N). 
As P,(G)/P,(G) Z(N)z P,(G/N), we get: 
P,(G) J/Jzz P,(G/N) J/J”@ P,(G)(Z(N) + J’)/(Z(G) Z(N) + J’). 
So the definition of Z(N) and Theorem 1.1 prove our lemma. 1 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose N is a minimal, normal p-subgroup of G. 
Then N is complemented in G, if and only if, 
P, Z( N)/(Z( G) Z(N)) is complemented in P,(G) J. 
So N is complemented, if and only if, l(N) = 1. 
Proof (: Choose an idempotent ed of F,G, such that e, F,G g P, . 
Assume X is a complement of e, F,GZ(N)/Z(G) Z(N) in P, Z(G). Define: 
cp: G + P,Z(G)/X 
p(g) := e,(g- 1) +X. 
An easy computation shows that Theorem 3.3 applies. Thus N is 
complemented. 
= Assume U is a complement of N in G. Then the index of U in G 
is (NI. So (by Lemma 2.9) (21 U)G g F,G/Z( U) IF,G is a factor module of 
P,(G). Thus, there is a module X< Z(U) 5,G such that F,G/X z P, . Now 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 prove that Z(U) F,G/X is a complement of 
P,(G) Z(N) + X)/U(G) WO + Xl in z(GW+ z(G) W)). I 
By induction, the last two lemmas imply a well-known theorem of 
Gaschiitz: 
COROLLARY 4.7 (Gaschiitz). Assume G is a p-solvable group. Then 
P,(G) J/J2 is isomorphic to the direct product of the complemented p-chief 
factors, of a chief series of G. 
So we have proved Theorem 1.4.3. 
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5. GROUPS WITH P-LENGTH 1 
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose S is a p-group. 
The lower central series 
S:=y,>y,> ... >y,:=E, 
is defined for 2 < i by yi := [S, lpi- 1]. 
For kE IV, define: 
yqk := (g”“: gEyi). 
For n E N define: 
D,,(S) := (ypk :pkian). 
LEMMA 5.2 (Jennings). Suppose S is a p-group. 
Then Dj= {SE S : s- 1 E Jj}. Dj is characteristic in S and Dj/Dj+ , is an 
elmentary abelian p-group. 
Suppose Bj E S is a representation system of a basis of Dj/Dj + L. Assume 
u Bj is linear ordered. 
Then : 
1. For all nEN: 
i 
(bl-l)~.(b,-l):bkEBj(k,,bi<bi+I,bi<bi+p, 1 ki(k)=n) 
is a basis of J’/J” + ‘. 
2. Suppose s1 E DjCl, and s2 E Djfzj. Then 
(sl - l)(q - 1) -(Q- l)(s, - 1) E Jmi”(j(1),i(2))+‘. 
3. Suppose s, S, s^ E Dj and s = S + s^. Then 
(s-l)c((S-l)+(Gl)+Jj+l. 
4. Suppose s E Dj. Then (s - 1)” E J( S)jp. 
Proof: See [S]. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose Ai are modules, for i < k. Assume V, is the 
coefficient oft” in ni 98(Ai, ti). 
Then 
v,= @ z(A,, n,)O ... O-W,, nk). 
n,, . . . . t&E Ng 
L<kn,i=n 
481/153/2-9 
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ProoJ: As Z(Ai, ni) is the coefficient t”” in YY(A,, t’), our lemma is 
true in every polynom ring. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose V is an F,G module. 
1. Suppose B is a ordered basis of V. Then, for all n E N 
1 b,(,,Q ... Qb,(,, :biEB,bi<bi+l, bi<bi+p 
n&z” 
is a basis of E( V, n). 
2. Suppose vi = vi = fii E V for i < n - 1 and v, = 0, + B,. Then 
3. Suppose vi E V and vI = v2 = . . . = up. Then 
c vel) 0 ..- Qvu,(,)=o. 7IE.E” 
4. Suppose V = A @ B. Then X9( V, t) = Y9(A, t) 98(B, t). 
5. Z(V, l)zV, Z(V,(p-1) dim V)zI, and, for d>dim V:.Z(V, 
(p- 1)d)rO. 
Proof: 1. See [7, Satz 3.3.3, p. 671. 
2. Trivial. 
3. Suppose T is a transversal of C,/((l, 2, . . . . p)). Then 
1 b,,,,@ ... Q&p,= 1 1 b,,,,,Q ... Qb,,(,, 
nGE” rez- xE<(l,z,....p)> 
=,FT Mb,,,,8 ... Qb,d)=O, 
as the characteristic of IF, is p. 
4. By Lemmas 2.7 and 5.3 it is enough to prove: 
Z(V,n)g 1 Z(A,i)@C(B,j). 
i+j=n 
So suppose vk=akEA, for k<i, vitk=bkEB, for k<j, and i+j=n. 
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Define 
Using the parts of this lemma that we have already proved, we see that 1 
extends uniquely to an IF,G isomorphism. 
5. See [7, Satz 3.3.1, p. 663. 1 
For further information about C(A, i) see [7]. 
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose G has p-length 1, and S is a p-Sylo~ subgroup 
of G. 
Then Di(S) O,.(G) is normal in G. 
Define F,G modules Aj := Dj(S)/Dj+ ,(S). 
Then 
n 98(Ai, t’) g 1 (PO Ji/Ji+ ‘) t’. 
i I 
Moreover all A,‘s are semisimple. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.2 S centralizes A,; thus Ai is semisimple. Using 
Lemma 2.10, we may assume O,(G) = E. So suppose G = SH, where 
S = OJ”(G) is a normal p-Sylow subgroup of G, and H is a p-complement. 
Define modules v. by: 
T qt’ = fl YP( Aj, t’). 
i 
Using 2.10, 5.3, 5.4, 5.2, and P,(S)z ff,S, we see 
P,(G) J’(G)/J’+‘(G) 1 K 
as [F,S modules. More explicitly, there is exactly one lF,S isomorphism r 
such that: 
Whenever gj,k E Dj, for k < nl, such that xi jnj= i, and gj,k := 
gj, kDj+ ,/Dj+ 1 E Aj, then: 
r: P, J’+’ + Vi 
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Since 
e,(g,-l)(gz- l)...(gn- l)h=e,(g:- l)(s’;- l)...(sj:-- 11, 
for h E H, T is the desired [F,G isomorphism. 1 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose the p-length of G is 1, 2 is a chief series of 
G, and Di(S) O,.(G) E %, for iE N. 
% denotes the set of all p-chief factors of 2. if A/B E %, then: 
A G D,(a,e@) O,W 
Especially : 
but A < D /(A/B) + I(S) O,W. 
n y%AIB, t 4NW) = C (pa Ji/Ji+ 1) ti. 
A/BE* i:=o 
Proof: Define i:=min{j:A<D,O,,, A c Dj,IO,.). A<Di(S)O,. 
implies e,IF,GZ(A) < e,Z(S)‘= e,J(G)‘. So /(A/B) 2 i. 
Now 
e,U(G) Z(A) + F,GZ(B)) < e,(Z(S) Z(A) + F,SZ(B)) 
< eH(Z(S)i+’ + F,SZ(B)) 
= eH(Jic’ + F,GZ(B)), 
so apply Lemma 2.3 to e,(i(G) Z(A) +Z(B)), e,F,GZ(A), and e,J’. 
This gives /(A/B) = i. Using this, Jordan-Hdder implies: 
DjOp,(G)/Dj+,Op,(G)Z @ AfB. 
AlBsW,l(AIB)=j 
Now the last lemma and Lemma 5.4 prove our corollary. 1 
Remark. To finish the proof of Theorem 1.4.1, we have to show that, 
0 AIBEQ, ,CA,B, =j A/B is independent of the chosen chief series. 
This will be done at the end of the next section. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose G is a group and V is an irreducible lFpG/OP’(G) 
module. 
Then 
P,(G) = P,(G)@ V, 
and 
P,(G).J(G)i~(P,(G).J(G)i/J(G)i+‘)@ V. 
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Proof As P’(G) centralizes V: 
Thus, Lemma2.10 (and [4, Theorem 10.12, p. 1583) gives: 
head of P,(G)@ Vz V. 
But P,(G) 6 V is projective. Now Lemma 2.10 and [4, Lemma 10.5, 
p. 1531 finish our proof. 1 
So, if G possesses a normal p-Sylow subgroup, we know all Loewy layers 
of all principal indecomposable [F,G modules. 
Now Wedderburn’s theorem and Fong’s reduction theorem give a 
theorem of Manz et al. [6]: 
THEOREM 5.8. Let G be a group of p-length 1. If B is a block of G with 
defect group 6(B) and if V is a simple module in B, then: 
the multiplicity of V in BJ(G)‘/J(G)‘+ ’ is: 
dim(J(d(B))‘/J(s(B))j+‘) dim V. 
6. PREFRATTN GROUPS 
DEFINITION 6.1. Assume G is a p-solvable group and H a p-comple- 
ment. Let n E N. D, H denotes the kernel of the crossed homomorphism rp: 
cp n, H: G + P,(G) J/J” 
n,. Hk) := eH(g - 1) + eHJn. 
We call 
9 n.p := Pn, H : H is a p-complement} 
the set of n, p-prefrattini groups. 
A corollary of Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 5.2 is: 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose G = SH, there S is a p-Sylow subgroup, and H 
is a p-complement. Assume the p-length of G is 1. 
Then D,(S) = D, H n S. 
Each n, p-prefrattini group depends on the chosen p-complement H. This 
yields :
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THEOREM 6.3. Assume G is a p-solvable group, n E N. Then: 
1. 9,,p is a characteristic set of conjugate subgroups of G. 
2. Suppose ,I is an epimorphism from G to G. Then the image of an n, 
p-prefrattini group of G is in an n, p-prefrattini group of G. 
3. H=D,,,,,~DD,.,dD,~,~,~D,.,=G. 
Proof Of course, the set of p-complements is epimorphism invariant; 
also P,J’ is invariant. Thus Lemma 2.12 implies our theorem. 1 
DEFINITION 6.4. Assume G is a group and D < G. Suppose AfB is a 
chief factor of G. 
We say: 
A/B if and only if A n DB = 
A 
B, 
The next theorem describes Dz. n. 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose G is a p-solvable group and Ai, for i < n, are the 
complemented p-chief factors, of a chief series. Suppose Ui is a complement 
of Ai. Define: D := n,,, Ui. We call D a p-prefrattini group of G. Suppose 
U < G, then the following assertions are equivalent: 
1. U is a p-prefrattini group. 
2. There is a p-complement H such that: U = D,. n. 
3. Suppose A/B is any chief factor. Then: 
U 
r 
avoids AJB if A/B is a complemented p-chief factor, 
covers A/B else. 
4. ( We call a set Y of subgroups independent, tf the set is independent 
in the probability theoretic sense; i.e., Y is independent, if and only tx 
fl WGI=[(fiv +G]. 
YE *- 
Define : 
There is a maximal independent subset 9 of J such that: 
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5. For every semisimple [F,G module V, and every surjective crossed 
homomorphism cp, from G onto V, there is a g E G such that: 
U < kernel of cp. 
Proof. See [7, Satz 1.6.3, p. 22, Korollar 1.7.3, p. 241 (or [3]), and 
[7, Kapitel 23 (or Cl]). [ 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose G is a finite group, and A/B is chief factor of G. 
Assume C > D are normal in G. Then: 
if D avoids A/B and C covers A/B, 
else. 
Proof This is a special case of the four group lemma of Zassenhaus. 1 
LEMMA 6.7. Suppose A/B is a p-chief factor of G. 
Then I( A/B) = I( AOJ G)/BO,.( G)). 
Proof: P1( G) z P, (G/O,,) (see Lemma 2.10) and this isomorphism 
maps P,(G) I(A)/I(G) Z(A) + Z(B) to 
P,KW,~) I(AO,~lO,,)l(I(GIO,,) I(AO,,/O,.) + I(BO,,/O,.)). 1 
Now we return to groups with p-length 1. 
LEMMA 6.8. Suppose G has p-length 1. Assume A/B is a p-chief factor. 
1. FornEN: 
P, Z(A) < P,(J” + Z(B)) implies: 
Pa(I(G)I(A)+I(B))<P,(J”+‘+I(B)) 
2. P,I(A) n Pl(.Z’(A’B) + I(B)) = P,U(G) I(A) + I(B)) 
3. D, H 
avoids A/B ifl(A/B)>n, 
covers A/B else. 
Proof: We may assume B = E = O,.(G). 
1. S = OP’(G) is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Using Z(A) < Z(S) = J(S), 
ff,So (P,(G)),, and P,.Z(G)‘= P!.Z(S)’ (see Lemma 2.10) we get: 
IF,SI(A)< I(S)n *IF,SI(S)Z(A)< Z(S)“+’ 
I I I I 
P&A) < P,.Z(G)“* P,Z(G) Z(A) < PIJ(G)“+l. 
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2. Delinen:=max{m:P,I(A)<P,J”}. Ofcourse P,z(A)<P~J”“), 
so n < /(A/B). But P, Z(G) Z(A) =S P, J”’ ‘, as just proved. Applying 
Lemma2.3 to P,J”, PnZ((A), PoZ(G)Z(A), we see that: 
(a) n=/(A), 
(b) P,Z(A)nP,(J”A’)=P,Z(G)Z(A). 
3. AS P,Z(A)< P, J”A)-L (see above), D,,,H covers A if n<<(A). So 
suppose n > I(A). Then the map: 
I: A -+ P, Z(A) + J”/(Z(G) Z(A) + J”) 
r(a) := eH(a - 1) + J”/J”. 
is bijective. Thus, the definition of D,, H implies that D, H avoids A. 1 
By Corollary 5.6, the next theorem implies Theorem 1.4.1. 
THEOREM 6.9. Suppose G is a group of p-length 1. Choose a chief series 
G=:N,> ... >N,>N,+, :=Eof G. 
Then { N,IN, + , :l(N,IN,+,)=i} = {Nj/Nj+l : Dimm,,H covers N,IN,,, and 
D, H avoids N,INj+ , }. Moreover, for all p complements H and all i: 
Proof: By Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.8, the first of our theorem is true. 
Define: Di := Di* H n Op’. SO Di n S = D,, n S = Di(S). Define: 
z(i, Nj) := Din (NjDi+ ,). By Lemma 6.6: 
n(i, Nj)/n(i, Nj+ i) z Nj/Nj+, , if and only if, f(N,IN,+ i) = i. 
But {~(i, Nj) : i< n + 1) is a composition series of Di/Di+ ,. So, as 
Di/oi + I is semisimple, Jordan-Holder implies: 
D,lDi+,z Q N.lNj+,. I 
7. SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS 
Suppose N is a normal p subgroup of G and U is a complement of N. 
If V is an lF,G module, then V/VI(N) is an F,G/N module. If W is an 
F,G/N module, then W@I (Q U)G is an 5,G module. 
In this section, we study these modules. 
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DEFINITION 7.1. Assume V is an lF,G module, U < G, and T is a 
transversal of LP\G. 
A (G, U) Gaschiitz operator on V is a y E HomFpU( V, V), such that, for 
all u E V: 
11 c t-‘yt=v. 
IET 
(This condition is independent of the choice of T! ) 
We call V relative (G, U) projective, if there is a (G, U) Gaschiitz 
operator on V. 
LEMMA 7.2. A module V is projective, if and only if, V is relative (G, E) 
projective. 
ProojI See [4, p. 821. 1 
LEMMA 7.3. For i E { 1,2}, assume Ui are subgroups of G, and Vi are 
[F,G modules. Suppose v. is relative (G, Vi) projective, and U, Uz = G (so U, 
and U2 are independent). 
Then V, 0, V, is relative (G, U1 n U,) projective. 
ProojI (See also [S, Theorem 7.19, p. 921.) Suppose yi are the corre- 
sponding Gaschiitz operators. We claim that y := y, @ yZ is a (G, U, n U,) 
Gaschiitz operator of VI @I V,. 
As U, U2 = G, we may choose transversals Ti of U,\G, such that T, G U,. 
Of cause T:= {t,t, : ti E Ti) is a transversal of (Cl, n U,)\G. 
Now, for USE 5: 
(v,Qo2) c t-‘Yt 
IET 
= ,k 
u,t;‘t;‘ylt,t, @v,t;‘q1yZtlt2 
I I 
= c 1 ht;’ WYA) f2QV2t;1Y2t* 
QET~ r,sT, 
=c (01 t;‘) t2 QVzt;‘Y,t2 
fz~ Tz 
= 
Vl Q 1 V2@Y2f2 
f2 E Tz 
So y is a (G, U, n U,) Gaschiitz operator. 1 
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Suppose N is a complemented, normal, abelian p-subgroup of G, with 
complement U. Define: 
ip:G=UN+N 
cp( un) = n. 
So cp is a crossed homomorphism as in Theorem 3.3. 
Define, for nE N and geG: 
n 0 g := n”cp( g). 
N, denotes the set N with this G action. As the stabilizer of e E N, is U, 
the action of G on N, is equivalent to the action of G on v\G. 
We call F,N, the cp, N integrated module. 
This construction is due to Brandis [I]. 
However, if 1 is any crossed homomorphism from G to N, we may 
define, for neN and geG: 
n 0 g := ngq g). 
Especially, I(g) := e, for all g E G, is a crossed homomorphism; and G 
acts by conjugation on N,. 
LEMMA 7.4 (Brandis). Suppose N is an elementary abelian, normal 
p-subgroup of G, with complement U. Assume cp is a surjective crossed 
homomorphism from G onto N, and kernel of cp = U, Then: 
Moreover, for all 0 < i, and all crossed homomorphisms ;1 from G to N, 
(Z(N)‘)/(Z(N)‘+ ‘)A 1 C(N, i), 
as iF,G modules. Especially, 
Z( N)/Z( N)2 z L( I’, 1) 2 I’. 
Proof See [l; 7, Satz 3.2.6, p. 63 and Satz 3.3.3, p. 671. I 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose G is a finite group, N a complemented, normal, 
abelian p-subgroup of G, and cp the surjective crossed homomorphism from G 
to N with kernel U. 
Assume N < D < G. If P is a relative (G, D) projective F,G module, such 
that N centralizes P, then P BFp F,N, is a relative (G, D n U) projective 
module. 
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Define,foralli:Yi:=(PJ”@FpZ(N~)m:n+m=i). Then: 
1. Yi< (P@,, F,N,) J’. 
2’ yi/yi+l g On+m=i (PJ”/J”+‘)@+(N, m). 
Proof. As IF,N, g II 5 is relative (G, U) projective (see [4, Lemma 7.3, 
p. 8.21), POE0 F,N, is relative (G, D n U) projective, by Lemma 7.3. 
1. For UEU, XEP, and n, fieN we compute 
(x@l)U=xU~l”cp(u)=xU@1 
and 
As J(~,U)GJW,G) and Z(N)<J(F,G), we get, for all n+m=i: 
(P@~,N,)J(F,G)‘2(POl)J([F,U)“Z(N)” 
= PJ(F,G)“@Z(N)“. 
2. This is an application of Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 7.4. 1 
COROLLARY 7.6. Assume N is a minimal, normal, complemented 
p-subgroup of G. 
Suppose V is an irreducible F,G module. So N centralizes V. 
Then P,(G)g Pv(G/N)@F[F,N,, and P,(G) JfJ2z P,(G/N) J/J2@head 
of ( V@ N). 
Proof: Suppose U is a complement of N. Then U z G/N and P,(G/N) 
is a projective 5, U module. So there exists a (U, E) Gaschiitz operator y 
on P,(G/N). But N centralizes P,(G/N), and U is a transversal of N\G. 
We conclude that y is a (G, N) Gaschiitz operator on P,(G/N). 
Now the last theorem applies, so P,(G/N)@ [F,N, is relative (G, Nn U) 
projective. By assumption N n U = E, so Lemma 7.2 shows that 
P y( G/N) @ [F, N, is projective. 
As projective modules are determinated by their heads, 
P,(G) z P,(GIN) 6 ‘F,N, 
will follow from 
(*) head of (P,(G/N)@lF,N,)g V. 
To prove (*) we use the notation of the last theorem. 
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As Yo=P,(G/N)@F,N, we get: 
y,/y, z P,(G)/P,,(G)J@ F,N,/Z(N) z V@ II 2 V. 
As Y, Q YJ and V is semisimple we have: Y,/ Y,-,Js V. This finishes the 
prove of (*). 
So P,(G)2 PV(G/N)@F,N,, and P,(G/N)Jz Y,. But Y2< Y,J and 
so: P,(G) J/J* 2 head of Y,/Y2. 
Applying Theorem 2.5 we get: 
Yl/Y2z P,(G/N)J”/J’@lF,NI(N)‘/Z(N)Z 
0 P,(G/N) J’/J* @ IF, NZ(N)‘/I( N)’ 
z V@N@P,(G/N)J’/J’@II. 1 
The next corollary proves Theorem 1.4.4 and 5: 
COROLLARY 7.7. Suppose G is a p-solvable group and Ai for i < n are the 
complemented p-chief factors of a chief series. 
Suppose Ui is a complement of A i. Define: D := n i L n Ui. (See also 
Theorem 6.5. ) Define: 
c t+= n 49(Ai, t). 
i<n 
Then there are submodules Ji of (II,)G such that: 
Jo := (4 o)G, (II,)’ Ji>Ji, JJJi, ’ “= vi. 
Proof: To prove our corollary, we make an induction on IGI. 
Assume N is a minimal, normal subgroup of G, and the corollary is true 
for G/N. 
Suppose N is not a complemented p-subgroup. Then N < D and so: 
So assume N is a complemented p-subgroup. We may assume A,, = N. 
Define B := n,,,-, Ui. 
As N< d and NU, = G we get: i&J, = G. So (see [7, Satz 1.3.3, p. S]), 
there is an F,G isomorphism A, defined by: 
A: (Q DJG 4 (1 dGc3 (1 ““F 
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By induction, there are submodules Jj of (II a)G such that Jj < (II a)G J-j, 
and : 
Define: Jj := (J,Z(N)‘: k+l= j). Then n(J,)< ((In)G@(lIo,)G) Jj. 
Now Lemma 2.7 proves our corollary. 1 
8. GROUPS WITH ~-LENGTH 2 
DEFINITION 8.1. We call G Jennings regular if, for every chief factor 
A/B with l(A/B) < 1, the following equation holds: 
P,(G/B) J&$/B) &4/B) > P,(G/B) J(5,G/B)3. 
An application of Lemma 2.3 is the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Suppose G is p-solvable and N is a minimal, normal 
p-subgroup of G. 
Then : 
1. l(N) = 1, if and only if, P, Z(N) 6 P, J*. 
2. Zf G is Jennings regular, l(N) = 2, if and only if 
P, Z(N) < P, J* and P,Z(N) 6 P,J3. 
THEOREM 8.3. Assume G is a p-solvable group. Then each of the 
following conditions is sufficient for the Jennings regularity of G. 
1. G/O,.(G) is Jennings regular. 
2. OP’(G) is Jennings regular. 
3. The p-length of G is less or equal 2. 
4. All p-chief factors of G are complemented. 
Proof By Definition 8.1 (and induction) it is enough to prove: if M is 
a minimal normal, noncomplemented p-subgroup of G, then 
P, Z(G) Z(M) < P, J3. 
1. Assume G/O,.(G) is Jennings regular. If U/O,, is a complement of 
MO,,/O,, in G/O,., then U is a complement of M in G. So MO,./O,. is not 
complemented in G/O,.. Thus, by assumption: 
P&G/O,,) Z(G/O,.) Z(MO,~lO,.) < P,(G/O,,) J(G/Opd3. 
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As P,(G) = Pn(G/O,.) (see Lemma 2.10), we get: 
P,(G) J(G)3 = Po(G/Op.) J(G/O,,)‘. 
An easy computation shows: 
lF,GI(MO,~)=lF,G(I(O,.)+Z(M)) and P,(G)I(O,,)=O. 
so: 
P,(G) I(G) I(M) = Pa(G/O,,) W/O,4 I(MO,~/O,~) 
< Pa(G/Op,) J(G/0,,)3 
= P,(G) J(G)3. 
Thus, G is Jennings regular. 
2. Assume OP’(G) is Jennings regular. If X is a two-sided ideal in 
F,Op’, and g- ‘Xg = X for g E G, then: e,X = e,X!F,G, for all g E G. 
(a) By Lemma2.10: e,J(FpG)“=e,J(FpOP’(G))“, and we may 
regard the Loewy layers of P,(G), as the Loewy layers of P,( OP’(G)). 
(b) By Clifford: M= x iS r Mi there Mi (for i < r) is a minimal 
normal subgroup of OP’(G). 
(c) As Mi<M: 
so Mi is not complemented in OP’(G). By induction we get 
e,J(ffpG)Z(M,)=e,J(lFpOP’(G))Z(M,)~e,J(FpOP’(G))3 
for all i < r. And so 
e,J(F,G) I(M) = (e,J(5,0P’(G)) I(Mi) : i< r) 
~e,J(lFpOp’(G))3=eHJ(FpG)3. 
This proves that G is Jennings regular. 
3. Assume the p-length of G is less or equal 2. As just proved, we 
may suppose that OP’(G) = G and O,(G) = E. So: 
OP. P’. P(G) = E. 
D denotes the set of all g E G with e,( g - 1) Z(M) < J3. 
To prove the Jennings regularity of G, we have to show that D = G. 
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(a) If g, gEG then: 
e,(gg-l)Z(M)=e,((g-l)(g-l)+(g-l)+(g-l))Z(M) 
~eH(g-l)Z(M)g+e,(g-l)Z(M) 
<J3. 
So D is a subgroup of G. 
(b) As O,(G) centralizes M and Z(O,(G))< J(G), we get: 
eJ(O,(G)) W) = e,.J(M) 40,(G)) < J3. 
So O,(G) G D. 
(c) Because N,(H) centralizes eH we get, for gEN,(H): 
edg - 1) Z(M) = e,e,(g - 1) 00 
=e,(g- l)e,Z(M)<e,(g- 1) J* 
6 e,Z(G) J* < J3. 
So N,(H) < D. 
Cd) D = O,(G) N,(H) = G. 
This follows from OP*P’.P(G) = E. So 
P,(G) Z(G) Z(M) = e,Z(G) Z(M) G J3. 
By induction G is Jennings regular. 
4. If all p-chief factors of G are complemented, then Z(A/B) < 1, for 
all chief factors of G. So there is nothing to prove. 1 
Using the last theorem, we see that Theorem 1.4.2 is a special case of the 
following theorem : 
THEOREM 8.4. Suppose G is a Jennings regular p-solvable group. Choose 
a chief series 6p of G. Suppose A,, . . . . A,, are the complemented p-chief 
factors of %, and B,, . . . . B, are the p-chief factors of V, that satisfy l(B) = 2. 
Then 
P,(G) J2/J3 z 
@ head of (Ai 0 Aj) 
icjCn 
0 head of L(Ai, 2) 
i&n 
0 Bi. 
i<m 
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ProoJ: Suppose %? is 
G:=N,> ... >N,>NI,I :=E. 
We prove the theorem by induction on 1. So suppose our theorem holds for 
G/N,. We use: 
If N < B < A, and A/B is a p-chief factor, then (see Lemma 2.6): 
(*) W/B) = 4WWWW 
Define: N := N,. 
Case 1. I(N)+ { 1, 2). S o none of the Ais and Bj’s is N. But 
P,(G) I(N) < P, J3 
and so 
P,(G)/P,(G) J3 z P,(G/N)/P,(G/N) J3. 
So nothing happens, and by induction our theorem holds for %?. 
Case 2. I(N) = 1. We may assume N= A,. By induction: 
P,(G/N) J2/J3 z 
0 head of (A; @ Aj) 
i<j<n-1 
0 head of C(Ai, 2) 
i<n-I 
Using the notation of Theorem 7.5, we get: Y, = Y,J and Y,/Y, z P, J/J*. 
Now Y, < Y, J implies: Y2 = Y, J*. And as Y, G Y, J we get: 
P, J2/J3 2 head of Y,/Y,. 
And so: 
P,(G) J2/J3 z P,(G/N) J2/J3@ 21 
0 head of (P, (G/N) J/J2 C3 C( N, 1)) 
0 head of Z( N, 2). 
By Lemma 4.7 : 
head of (P,(G/N) J/J’OC(N, 1)) z 
0 @ head of (Ai@ A,). 
icn 
Thus, the theorem is true in this case. 
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Case 3. 1(N) = 2. We may assume B, = N. By induction: 
P&G/N) J2/J3 2 
@ head of (A,OA,) 
i<jCll 
0 head of C(A,, 2)) 
i<n 
0 Bi. 
i<m-I 
By Corollary 8.2: 
P,(G) Z(N) < J2 and P,(G) Z(G) Z(N) < J3. 
So we can use Lemma2.3 with A := P,(G) J2, B := P,(G)Z(N), and 
C := P,(G) Z(G) Z(N). This gives: 
P,(G) J2/J3 s Pa(G/N) J2/J3@ (P,(G)(Z(N) + J’)/(Z(G) Z(N) + J3)), 
As I(N) = 2 the last summand is N. So, by induction, the theorem is 
true. 1 
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